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Grade 11 IT 2nd Controlled Test 2019 Memo 

1.1 End user acceptable use policy documents.  

1.2 Firewall purpose is to control and to monitor the communication that takes place between a 

network or computer and the internet.  

1.3 Ethical, legal and safe use 

Privacy of other users 

Forms of online communication 

Restriction on the amount and type of data that may be downloaded 

Restrict access to sites with objectionable and offensive material 

                           {any three} 

1.4 Improving and enhancing our ability to communicate 

Automating repetitive tasks 

Collecting and mining data 

Increasing our awareness of our common humanity and individual rights 

Making vast stores of knowledge and experience available and searchable 

1.5 Poorly written and designed software 

Information overload 

Profitability 

Availability of skilled people 

Poor support infrastructure 

Limiting governmental policies 

Fear of ICT 

            {Any Three} 

1.6 Improved communication 

1.7 Improved communication that makes the population of the planet aware of environmental issues 

The statistics and analysis of research 

The tracking and monitoring of wildlife 

The genetic research that can help restore falling populations of rare species. 

              {any two} 

2.1 Better record keeping, data storage and management 

        Better communication and virtual presence 

        Automation 

        Artificial intelligence and sensor driven computer 

2.2 The use of multimedia aids 

2.3 Is when you rent part of a shared office space with a secretary, reception or meeting room that is   

        shared by you and more people who only use it when you need to.  

2.4  PC technician  

        Programmer 

        Nerwork administrator 

        Graphic designer 

       Web author 

       Security consultant 
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       System analyst 

2.5 Outsourcing is when you get other specialist business to run part of your business that is not your     

       speciality.  

2.6  Globalisation is the integration of economies, cultures, idea and groups across the globe.  

       It is driven by world wide network of communication, transport, trade and immigration.  

2.7  Mobile communication 

       Online services 

       Cellphone banking 

       Video conferencing 

       Social networking 

      GPS 

      Interactive whiteboards 

      E-Learning 

       {Any Two} 

3.1.1  Line 3  - Type mismatch error     k , prod  : Integer;  

3.1.2 Logical error. Programs works fine but prod is incorrectly set to 0. 

3.1.3  Prod := 1; 

3.1.4   K := 1;  

  While K <=i1 do   

    Begin 

       … 

        K := K + 1;   

   End; 

3.1.5.1  A subprogram 

             - a method                                      (any definition related to modular design) 

             - subroutine that carries out an action e.g. display   (any other alternative) 

 

3.2         Len  Length(arrNum)  

If Len mod 2 = 0    

Then                                                                        

Find first middle number( fir  arrNum[Len div 2] ) 

Find Second middle number ( sec  arrNum[Len div 2 + 1])  

Find the average to get median :  med  (fir + sec)/2  

Else                         

Med  arrNum[Len div 2]  

Display Med                  
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